Abstract. The use of lifetime measurements for the specification of transition probabilities along isoelectronic sequences is hindered by the fact that virtually no branching fraction measurements exist for multiply charged ions. Part of the reason for this lies in the lack of calibration standards for intensity as a function of wavelength in the ultraviolet region. It has been shown that transitions of the form ns 2 np 2 -ns 2 npn s in Si I and Ge I are virtually free of configuration interaction, hence their branching fractions can be accurately predicted from intermediate coupling amplitudes deduced from measured spectroscopic energy level data. Reported here is the extension of these semiempirical methods to the ions P II, S III, Cl IV and Ar V in the Si sequence and As II, Se III and Br IV in the Ge sequence. This provides a set of branching fractions that can both specify transition probability rates from lifetime measurements for these ions, and serve as a set of lines of known relative intensities for use in the calibration of detection apparatus in the UV region.
Atomic transition probability rates can be reliably determined without the need for absolute calibration through the combined measurement of relative branching fractions and level lifetimes [1] . These quantities are, in turn, required to deduce elemental abundances from astrophysical spectra, to determine impurity concentrations from fusion plasma spectra, and to make transition by transition comparisons between experiment and theory. When studied along an isoelectronic sequence, transition probability rates can be freed of wavelength dependences by conversion to line strengths. Scaled line strengths have been found to provide predictive interpolative and extrapolative parametrizations through their regular and slowly varying behaviour [2] . This is in contrast to lifetime data, which contain a reciprocal sum of transition probability rates with many different wavelength and nuclear charge dependences producing strong variations that are not isoelectronically regular.
While lifetime measurements now exist which extend along many isoelectronic sequences, the corresponding line strength studies are effectively limited to low-lying unbranched n = 0 transitions, since virtually no branching fraction data exist for multiply charged ions [1] . While there are many difficulties which contribute to the dearth of ionic branching fraction data, one strong limitation lies in the lack of accepted standard lines in the ultraviolet (UV) region for use in the intensity calibration of detection systems as a function of wavelength.
It has been shown earlier [3] that transitions of the form ns 2 np 2 -ns 2 np(n + 1)s in neutral Si I, Ge I, Sn I and Pb I are virtually free of configuration interaction (CI), and can thus be semiempirically specified using intermediate coupling (IC) amplitudes obtained from measured spectroscopic energy level data alone. It was also shown [3] that these semiempirical values agree to within narrow tolerances with precision branching fraction measurements that are available for these neutral atoms.
We have therefore extended these semiempirical methods to the ions P II, S III, Cl IV and Ar V in the Si sequence (n = 3) and As II, Se III and Br IV in the Ge sequence (n = 4).
This has been done both to test the applicability of the single configuration picture to these ions, and to specify their corresponding branching fractions. The values obtained for these branching fractions provide both a means for deducing transition probability rates from lifetime measurements for these ions, and a set of UV lines of known relative intensities for possible use as calibration standards.
In nominal LS coupling notation, configurations of the form p 2 and sp consist of singlets and triplets which mix due to the effects of IC. However, these particular configurations are particularly simple since neither has more than two levels with the same total angular momentum J , so the normalized mixing amplitudes for each pair can be characterized by a single mixing angle. For both of these configurations the IC equations are overdetermined, providing a test of the presence or lack of CI and thus of the corresponding validity of the single configuration model. For both cases the splittings of the levels are determined by just two Slater parameters (F 2 and ζ pp for ns 2 np 2 , G 1 and ζ p for ns 2 npn s), and there are four independent splittings for ns 2 np 2 and three independent splittings for ns 2 npn s. Since both configurations contain three values of J , the number of independent splittings for each is reduced to two if one considers the J -centroid energies. Thus, one effective way to utilize this overdetermination as a test of CI is to (a) reduce the number of independent splittings to two by averaging the singlet and triplet energies of the mixed levels for each J , in terms of which the mixing angles are uniquely specified, then (b) compute the singlet-triplet splittings for each J from these mixing angles to determine the degree to which they reproduce the corresponding measured values. A set of formulae for deducing θ 0 , θ 2 , θ 1 from the measured J -centroid energies is given in equations (26)- (29) of [3] .
In the nonrelativistic approximation, the relative intensities of the lines within a supermultiplet all involve the same radial transition moment, which cancels when branching ratios are formed. If there is no significant branching to other configurations, the branching fractions can be specified from angular wavefunctions alone, which can easily be constructed from the LS wavefunctions and the singlet-triplet mixing angles. For the p 2 -sp system this results in the set of trigonometric expressions that are given as equations (10)-(25) of [3] . A relativistic extension of this treatment has also been developed in [5] , but it was shown there that these corrections are small except in regions where there are substantial cancellation effects in the radial transition matrix.
The results obtained by this method in [3] are reproduced for Si I and Ge I in table 1, together with two independent sets of high precision measurements. This comparison clearly demonstrates that these branching fractions are very accurately specified from spectroscopic energy level measurements alone. If higher members of these sequences have a similar single configuration nature, then they should be predicted to similar accuracy.
The database of measured energy levels used as inputs to this calculation is given in table 2, together with the bibliographic sources. In cases where a critical compilation from multiple sources is available on the NIST online database [11] , those values were used. In the Ge sequence the data were incomplete: values for the 4s 2 4p5s levels are not available above Br IV, and the 4s 2 4p 2 1 S 0 levels are not connected to the triplet system for Se III and Br IV. However, an accurate measurement for the 1 S 0 excitation energy in Kr V is available [15] , which permitted interpolated values to be obtained for Se III and Br VI. The database was reduced using equations (26)-(29) of [3] to obtain the empirical values for the mixing angles, given in table 3. Table 2 . Energy level database. Sources of spectroscopic data: P II, [10] ; S III, Cl IV, Ar V, [11] ; As II, [12] ; Se III, [13] ; Br IV, [14] . Parentheses denote interpolated values. To test the validity of the single configuration model, these mixing angles were used to compute the splitting of the mixed-J levels, which can be shown from equations in [3, 4] to be (denoting the energy levels by their spectroscopic symbols)
where ζ pp and ζ p are obtained from the J centroid energies using equations (16) and (8) of [4] . Values for these splittings were computed from the values of θ 0 , θ 2 , θ 1 given in table 3 using equations (1)- (3) above, and were then compared with the measured energy levels. The percentage differences between the calculated and measured values are also given in table 3.
With the exception of the 1 P 1 -3 P 1 interval in Br IV, all splittings are very well described by the single configuration model. (It should be noted that the early analysis of Br IV [16] was completely revised by Joshi and Bhadiraja in 1971 [14] , and the isoelectronic inconsistency noted here suggests the need for further study of the 4s 2 4p5s levels.) With this confirmation of the validity of the single configuration model to characterize these transitions, the empirical mixing angle values in table 3 were combined with the transition rate formulae in equations (10)- (25) of [3] to compute the desired branching fractions. Table 4 presents the branching fractions for P II, S III, Cl IV and Ar V in the Si sequence. Table 5 presents the corresponding quantities for As II, Se III and Br IV in the Ge sequence. Since these results involve an extrapolation to systems for which no experimental data currently exist, they should be used with some degree of caution. However, this very lack of measured data, coupled with the success of the method in describing the neutral counterparts and the challenges to ab initio theory presented by these complex systems, certainly justifies the use of these results in current physical applications.
These results could be of use in obtaining branching fractions from fast ion beam excitation methods. An intensity calibration of the detection apparatus as a function of wavelength presents special problems for in-beam studies, since there are Doppler broadenings and Table 4 . Transition wavelengths and semiempirical branching fractions (BF, in %) for ions in the Si sequence. shifts, polarizations due to anisotropic excitation, wavelengths not amenable to reflective and transmissive optical elements, differential downstream decays and repopulations of the levels, etc. Thus the use of a lab-fixed standard lamp is not particularly suitable for an intensity versus wavelength calibration of a detection system that views a moving beam. However, the use of an in-beam ionic standard such as the systems reported here could eliminate some of these problems. The ionic beam used for calibration could be tuned to the same velocity as that of the ion beam to be studied, thus providing a standard with the same Doppler shifts and the same range of intensities as the ion beam to be studied. 
